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Abstract 

AUG 0 6 1998 

The neutronic cficiency of targetlfilters for accelerator-based BNCT applications is mexured by the proton 
current rcquircd to achievc a desirabic neutron cui-rent at the treatment port (!09 n/cm'-s). In this paper we nil1 
describe two possible &rgct/filter concepts which minimize thc required current. Both concepts are bascd on thc 
Li-- (p.n)Bc-7 rcaction. 

Targas that opcrate near $he threshold cnergy generate neutrons that are dose to the desired enerz for BNCT 
tre;xmcnt. Thus, the filter can bc e;\uemely thin (-5cm iron). However, this approach has an extremely low 
nx:ron yield (dp -€.O(-G)). thus requinns a high proton current. Thc proposed solution is to d e s i 3  a mgct 
co:isisting of multiplc exucmely thin targets (proton ctlergy loss per Wge: -10 k c Q  and re-atcelerate the protons 
5:1\\ccn cacii larsct. The protons can then bc maintained at close to the thrcshofd energy as they traverse thc 
:;::g:is. and at the sam time achieving a much higher neutron yield due to the re-accelcration and multiple target 
:!::::xtiotls. Thus. a rargct with a rcasonable numbcr (-2030) sequential targets would result in high cnerp 
..-..,. onic cficiencics. V>',<.. 

- 
i rtrgcts opcratins at hisher proton energies (-2.5 MeV) have a much highcr yicld (nlp -LO(+). Howcver. at 

.:, ,..-s, , n cncrgics thc masimum neutron e n e r s  is approsintately SO0 keL7, and tiius a neutron filter is required to 
C+:;idc thc avcrage neutron energy to the range of interest for BXCT (10-20 kcb9. A neutron filter consisting of 
f:::or!iic compounds and iron has been investigated for this case. Typidll: a proton current of approsimately 5 
:::,A :s rquired to gcnerate rhe dcsircd ncuiron Currcnt at the treatment pofi. Thc cfikicncy of rfiese f3lter designs 
:;!E bc funhcr incrcascd by incovorating ncutron rcncctors that are co-asial with the ncuiron source. These 
::Cx;ors ;!re madc of materids which have high scattering cross sections in ihe rmge 0.1 - 1-0 .MeV. 

1. ISTRODUCTION AND 3ACKGROUiKD 

Boron ncutron capture therapy (BNCT) is a promising approach for thc trcatxent of ino-pcrablc brain tumors 
:!:xi othcr cmccrs 

:: !!:re tiic absorption takes pIace. The use of energetic cpithcml neutroils (-10 keV3. as first proposcd by 
Fxrdiiid ,'.'. enables penetration to tumor sites deep inside thc body. Achievins a suitable neutron energy spccuum 
is \ c'? important for cffccrive treatment. If the energy is too low, the RCUUOR intensity at the tumor site is too low 
to Sc cffcctive: if the cncrgy is too high, the radiation dose to n o d  tissuc is csccssive. 

BNCT employs a boron containing compound that is prcfercntidiy taken up by cancer cells 
1:; 71,. ... L - orain. An energetic alpha particle is released whcn a neutron is absoitrcd by ihc "B, which kills thc cell 

BSCT treatment cffcctivcness is bcins invcstigatcd eqerimentaily using nuclcar reactors as neutron sources. 
In rhc US. scveral patients have recently becn trcated at thc Brookhaven Medical Rcseuch Reactor (I3MRR) at 
Brookhawn National Laboratorq.. Leakage neutrons are collimated to produce a suitabie beam at the esternal 
marmcnt port. Reactors have a vexy low ncutron utilization eEcieng. Typicaily only about 10": of the neutrons 
that arc released from thc core are a c t a y  available at the treatment port. This results from the inhcrent 
dirncnsional constraints imposcd by criticality, and the relatively long distance required to slow the high cncrs  
Iicurrons down. Gamma shielding requirements are also a conuibutins factor. As a rcsult, in the B-MREL the 
rrcatmcnt port is locatcd at a distance of 175 cm from the ccnter of the core. In thc LMRR (Missouri UniversiQ 
Rcscarch Reactor) BXCT design, the treatment port is 3 10 cm from the ccntcr of the core. As a result of this iow 
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neutron utiiitation efficiency, reactor based neutron sources for BNCT require high operating power: on the order 
of severaI megawas. Such a reactor is generally very expensive, a one of a kind facility? and with a limited 
capability to treat large nuinbers of patients. 

In contrasf. accelerator bascd neutron sources for BNCT appear to have attractive features as compared to 
reactor based neutron sources: lower fkility cost, reduced residual radioactivity? lower operating power, reduced 
d e @  concerns, and potentialIy an improved neutron energy spectnun for treamcnt of tumors. In addition, 
accelerator based facilities couId be located at a much larger number of sites, enabling many more patients to be 
treated. Various concepts for accelerator based BNCT systems have been proposed, in which a particle beam 
interacts 131th a target to generate neutrons. Depending on the particular conceps the nuclear reaction involved 
can be a X@,n)Y reaction a 3He(d,n>%e reaction, etc. A particularly promising approach is the %@,n)%e based 
concept. In this case a low e n e w  proton beam (-2 MeV) strikes a lithium target generating neutrons. The 
attractive features include: 

% 
P 
Y Simple, low energy accelerator, 
X Simple target d e s i a  and 
% 

Relatively high neutron yield per proton (-109 
Low masimum energy of the neutrons @cV range), 

Minimal shielding for residual radioactivity. 

A number of design studies based on the %i@,n)%e reaction have been carried out. These studies, while they 
show that a feasible concept can be designed, require a proton beam current in the range of 20-50 mA. in order to 
achieve an adequate neutron flus at the treatment port- Q-ang, et aI6 have designed a system based on the proton- 
lithium reaction using a beryllium oxide moderator. At a beam current of 50 mA, this design would achieve 
approximately half the BMRR neutron treatment flux. This would q u i r e  that the patient would be exposed for 
mice as long as at the BiMRR The fast neutron dose and gamma ray dose per therapeutic epithemtal neutron for 
this accelerator based facility are both approximately 30% greater than those for the BMF?R. W u  et al.,7 also have 
designed a system using the proton-lithium reaction and beryllium oside as a moderator. At a beam current of 20 
a4 this source would achieve approximately the m e  neutron treatment flux as the B-WIR. The fast neutron dose 
per therapeutic epithennal neutron for this accelerator design is approximately equal to that of the BMRR 
However, the gamma my dose for this facility is approsimately two and a half times as great as that of the BMRR. 

The neutronic efficient of the Wu design is approximatefy five times greater than that of the Wang design. 
That is the bcam ament required is approsimately five times smaller for the Wu design than for the Wang design 
for the same epithermal flux. This increase in efficiency is attributable to the thinner beryllium oxide moderator 
used in the Wu design, thus iocating the treatment port closer to the lithium target. However, this results in an 
increase in the gamma dose at the treatment port. 

In the remainder of this paper we -31 examine new and more efficient approaches to degrading the neutron 
energy and tailoring the spectral distribution of neutrons generated by a proton beam interacting with a lithium 
target. The object of these new approaches is to deliver useful neutron irradiation flmes with considerably smaller 
proton beam currents. For a practical treatment ficility the neutron current at the treatment port should be 
approximately IO9 n/cm’-s, and most treatment ports have an area of abut  100 cm’. 

2. IIESCWTIUM OF TARGETIFILTER CONCEPT 

It is very desirable to develop neutron conditioningkansport designs that can achieve much greater neutron 
utilization efficiencies for BNCT therapy. With a neutron utilization efficiency of 0. I, for example, the proton 
current for a useful accelerator-target s o w e  needs only be on the order of 1 mA. 

A new neutron conditioningltransport concept termed NIFTX (Neutron Intensification by Filtered 
Transmission through Iron) is proposed. MFIl uses a thick iron containing Yayei‘ to filter out unwanted high 
energ?l neutrons whiic letting neutrons of amptable cncrgy for treatment pass through almost unimpeded. Iron 
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has a "winded' in its scattering cross section at 23 keV, as illustrated in Figure 1: The minimum scattering cross 
section is less than 1 b; while at a fm? keV above the %indow;” the cross section increases to - 100 b. Neutrons 
with energies above - 25 keV are strongly impeded fiom Uansmission through the thick iron Iayer, but readily pass 
through once their encrgy drops below 25 keV. 

The second major feature of NIFfI is the use of a fluorine compound to inelastidy degrade high enerz  
neutrons. The inelastic scattering cross section for fluorine has a threshold energy slightly abose 100 keV, 
reaching a peak of 3 b at - 300 keV, as iliusuated in Figure 2. Ruorine appears to be unique among elements in 
having a low threshold energy, combined with a high value for inelastic scattering cross section. Most other 
elements have thresholds of approximately 1 MeV, and have lower cross sections. Degradation of neutron energy 
by inelastic scattering is preferable to degradation by a moderator, because the neutrons, once degraded by indastic 
CoIlisions, stay relatively constant in energy, rather than continuing to lose energy to the point where they are no 
Ionger useful for BNCT therapy. It is important to note that the neutron energy after a typid inelastic scattering 
event with fluorine will be much lower than 100 keV. In  summa^^, fluorine has the foIIowing desirable properties 
as a neutron energy degrader: 

Low threshold energy for inelastic scattering (-100 kev). 
High inelastic cross section (peak 3 b). 
Low absorption cross section. 
Low neutron energy degradation due to eIastic scattering. 
Forms stable compounds with a wide variety of other elements. 

Figure 1, Neutron Scattering Cross Section for Iron. Figure 2. Inelastic Neutron Scattering Cross Section 
for Fluorine. 

Both lead and beryllium fluorides .satis@ the above conditions. ,Many other fluoride compounds would haw 
significant parasitic neutron absorption and the possibility of being gmma-ray emitters. Teflon would degradc in 
a radiation field. 

There are two energy regimes possible for the NTI7T.I concept, depending on the energy of the proton beam 
energy and the resuiting neutron energy distribution, i.e. MFTI-1 and NIFTI-2. In the h?FII-1 energy regime, the 
accelerator/target system operates with a proton beam energy slightly above threshold for neutron production (- 1.9 
MeV). The resultant neutron spectrum is relatively low in energy, vith a maximum d u e  of - 100 keV. The 
anguIar distribution of the neutrons is strongly peaked fornard in this case. In the h i - 2  energy regime. the 
proton bcam energy is well above the threshold (2.2 MeV - 2.5 MeV). Neutrons are generated over a wider energ 
range (up to 800 kev), and have a more isotropic angular disuibution. 

Thc geometric configuration to be uscd for the h?FII targedater arrangements are shown in Fiawe 3. The 
neutron source, together with the fluoride inelastic scatterer (if used) and iron fiIter, are enclosed by a close fitting 
reflector. Neutrons transmitted through the iron filter at the treatment port directly interact with the patient, while 
a portion of the neutrons that interact p;ith the surrounding reflector are scattered back into the treatment port. 



Fi,w 3. MFIl Targeflilter ,Arrangements. 

This geomeq permits the neutron source to be located at the minimum possible distancc from the patient, 
which acts to increase neutron utilization efficiency. However. the neutrons leaving the source that do not travel in 
the direction of the treatment port tend to be lost by diffusion, though a portion is scattered back towards the port. 

Optimizing the geometric arrangement will involve the following factors: 

1. 
2. Neutron generation Hiciency. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .  

Neutron utilization efficiency (number of USeN neutrons). 

Target simpliCity, reliability: and maintainabilip. 
Directionality and energy spectrum of neutrons leaving the treatment port. 
Gamma dose during treatment. and 
Residual activity of the target assembly. 

The number of neutrons leaving the treatment port per proton is &en by the product of the number of 
neutrons generated per proton (neutron generation efficiency) and the number of neutrons leaving the porr pcr 
neutron generated in the target (neutron utilization efficienq). It is thus seen that the number of neutrons leaving 
the port per proton is directly proportional to the proton current required to produce the desired neutron Current at 
the treatment port. It can be shown that for the NZFIT-1 system the neutron utilization efficiency nceds to be 
approximately 10% to ensure a proton current of a fm W s .  In the case of the NIFTI-2 system a value of 5% is 
sufficient to ensure an acceptably low proton current. 

At this stage two hWiT designs appear possible based on the various combinations of energy regime and 
geometq. Detailed studies are needed to determine which of the options offer the best performance. In this case 
performance is defined by the highest neutron current at the treatment port for a given proton current. However, 
the option with the lowest proton current may not be the opt imm particularIy if all the options have low currents. 
Issues such as target simplicity, reliability? maintahab%ty, gamma dose, etc., may outweigh differences in beam 
current performance. 

All analyses to be presented in this paper were carried out wing the MCNF' Monte Carlo code? This code 
uses combinatorial surfacelcell representation to describe the problem geometry, and a point-Wise cross section 
description This allows the geometry of the various designs to be described with no simpli@ing assumptions, and 
removes uncertainties regarding nuclear data commonly encountered in preparing group averaged cross section 
libraries. 



In the case of the initial NIFTI-I targe@ the source is placed immediately behind the iron filter that covers 
the treatment port at the front face of the assembly. A thick ncutron rdector is located behind the neutron source 
and around the iron %fer. This reflector redirects a significant fraction of the neutrons into the filter that would 
otherwise escape from the rear of the outer cylindrical surface of the assembly. It 
the treatment port is 11 cm. The remainder of the front face ofthe assembly is covered by a layer of lithium 
hydride, which acts as a neutron absorber (boron carbide could ais0 have been used). The addition of this layer to 
the front face reduces the radiation dose to the patient. Results for four different hETI-1 cases indicate that: 

zssumed that the diameter of 

1. Neutron utilization efEciencies of -10% are possible using iron filters 10 cm thick 
2. Titanium is superior to lead as a neutron reflector for NIFTI-1. It increases the d u e  of neutron 

3. The lithium hydride absohr layer substantially reduces neutron leakage through the front face. 
utilization efficiency by -50% as compared to lead, and 

However, to further reduce leakage to acceptable IeveIs a more effective absorbing layer will be required.. 
This can be achieved by enriching the Iithium in 6Li, or by using a boron containing layer enriched in ”33. 

The iron Nter is very effective since tinually a l l  the exiting neutrons are below 25 keV, with an average of 
appro..UimateIy 12 keV. The addition of a thin moderating layer would reduce the average energy even more. 

The an,auiar orientation of the neutron source in the MFlTl[ assemblies also affects both the neutron utilization 
efficiency and the spectral distribution of the neutrons leai*ng the treatment port. For the NIFTI-1 cases, the 
orientation of the source substantially affects the fraction of source neutrons that exit the treatment port. If the 
source points toward the port the neutron utilihtion efficiency is lo.?%, while if it points parallel to the port the 
ncutron utilization efficienq drops to 5.6%. In the case of the HIF’II-2 assembly the effxt of the source 
orientation is less pronounced. Ifthe source points toward the pon the efficiency is 11.6% while ifthe source 
points away from the port the efficiency drops to 9.4Y0. 

For NIFTI-1 mechanical designs favor having the proton beam parallel to the filter assembly to accommodate 
a multi-laycr thin foil target through which the beam passes. In MFTI-2 mechanical designs favor having the 
proton beam impacting n o d  to a thick lithium target which is immedizteiy behind the fluoride-iron assembly; 
this is also the most efficient direction. 

To investigate the effect of various thickness of iron and lead fluoride four hTF”2-2 designs were analyzed. 
The NIFTI-2 geometry is SimiIar to the MFTI-I geometry, except that the neutron source is located inside the lead 
fluoride region. Most of the high energy neutrons generated in the source are degraded in energ by inclastic 
scamring with fluorine. Results of this study show that: 

1. Neutron utilization efficiencies of - 10% can be achiesed with a lead fluoride inelastic scattering material 

2. Titanium is not as effective a reflector material as lead for NEl3-2. 
3. Leakage through the front face around the treatment port significantly exceeds that from the treatment 

and an iron filter. 

port itseIf; unless a layer of B,C is used in addition to the LiH layer. For this design an enriched absorber 
may be desirabIe. 

A substantial fmction (-50%) of the neutrons are at an energy above 26 keV. A polyethylene layer 0.6 cm 
thick substantially softens the specuum (only 38% above 26 k e y .  Increasing the port diameter from 11 cm to 18 
cm shows a small effect on the neutron utilization eEciency. Thus, the diameter of the treatment port should not 
be an important determinant for optimizing NIFll-2 designs. 

The neutrons l e a i ~ g  the’Li@,n)’Be based source interact nith the surrounding materials of the targeVfiIter 
assemblies. These interactions produce photons of various energies by a mtety of mechanisms. As the photons 
transport through the target assembly, a fraction of them evenaiauy leaks out of the patienttreatment port, 
irradiating the patient with photons. This photon dose is undesirable, since it increases the dose to normal tissue. 



A coupled neutrodphoton transpor~ calculation was canied out for selected cases. The coupled dculation 
determines the relative neutron and photon leakage through the patient treatment port. The number of photons 
leaking from the assembly should be small compared to the neutrons leaking fiom the assembly, since there is a 
Iarge amount of self shielding in the target design, resulting from the high "2" materials in the target. 

Estimates of the fraction of neutrons and photons escaping from the patient treatment port were made for one 
of the NETI-2 cases described above. In this estimate a non-isotropic, non-uniform energy distribution neutron 
source generated by 2.1 MeV protons impinging on a thick lithium targct was used. The resultant neutrons have a 
maximum energy of 350 keV, and are distributed over all angles, with a forward bias. The results show a large 
reduction (lower by two orders of magnitude) in the photon leakage relative to the neutron leakage out of the 
patient treatment port. This indicates that the dose due to photon leakage should be acceptably low for MFTI 
designs. The leakage of both neutrons and photons is afkcted by orientation, being approximately 18% lower if 
the source points a m y  from the port instead of towards i t  For mechanical and proton beam design reasons, it is 
desirable that the source point towards the poq while there is a slight disadvantage to this. the effect mill  not be 
significant in terms of patient dose. Residual activiv levels in MFzl targets wilI be low because: 

1. 
2. 

Neutron source stren,oths are relatively low (- 10" d s ) ,  and 
The fraction of neutrons captured which lead to residual actikity is low. 

Most neutron capture reactions with target materials Iead to either stable isotopes, or to radioactive isotopes 
which have relative short half lives ( ' V - q .  or decay Bithout significant exzernal radiation (Te-PFe). 

?e is the only long-lived isotope produced in the target materials. However. only about lx103 of the 
neutrons are absorbed in iron that lead to 59 Fe. Sincc only a small fraction of the total neutrons absorbed in a 
NIFTl target are absorbed in iron, and because the duty cycle for the target will be low. the residual activation will 
be negligble. It is estimated that for a 10% duty cycle and a source strenag& of 10" d s .  the residual activation 
from T e  would be only 20 micro-curies. 

In addition to the neutron induced activation there will be some residual activity due to 'Be which has a half 
life of 53.3 days. The steady state activation of %e will be directly proportional to the neutron generation rate and 
the daily cycle. For the above example, approximately 3 curies of %e will be present in the facility. The gamma 
ray decay energy of %e is 0.177 MeV. The gamma dose to the patient is negligible compared to that from other 
reactiOnS. 

3. h m - 1  PRELIMNARY DESXGS 

Figure 4 is an illustration of the NIFTI-1 design concept. The proton beam is assumed to enter the target 
area parallel to the trearment port. rather than normal to it. This is done to take advantage of the softer neutron 
spectnun at large angles relative to the direction of the proton beam. Table 1 summarizes the output performance 
parameters. Two cases were a n a l - d  for the MFIl-1 concept: the first with a neutron modcrating layer in place, 
and the second without the layer. The moderating layer consists of a 1 cm thick layer of water just behind the iron 
filter (i.e. W e e n  the filter and the DISCOS target). A proton enere of 1.889 MeV to 1.904 MeV is assumed, 
with the beam losing 5 keV as it passes through 1 foil of the multi-foil DISCOS target. The resultant neutron 
source energy and angular distribution caused by the proton impacts on lithium are taken from kinematic 
calculations of the Li@,n)Be reaction. 

The neutron utilization efficiency for the HIFrI-1 desi,- is very high in the range of 12% to 18%. That is, 
12% to 18% of the source neutrons generated in the target leave through the treatment port Ofthe total number of 
neutrons that escape through the front hce of the assembly, approximately 70% escape through the treatment port. 

Without a moderating layer the average output neutron energy is 18.3 keV, which appears acceptable. For 
rreament where lower energy neutrons are desired (less penetration), one could use a moderatins layer, to reduce 
the average enerB to 11.6 keV. This could be done simply by filling the 1 cm thick moderating cavity with watcr. 



The design is very flemile and would have a readily adjustable capability to deliver neutrons over a range of 
energies. Two values are shown for the proton beam current. The high value corresponds to using just one sheet 
on the DISCOS assembly; the low value corresponds to using 80 sheets, with 5 keV re-acceleration between sheers. 
This results in a very low proton current requirement (- 2 mA to 3 a). Determination of the optimum number of 
sheets wiU require more detailed study. 

1 cm Hydrogeneous Polyethylene "Down-shifter" 
Included 

Top Haw €lavation View 

No Domshifer Present Dounshifter Present 

Figure 4. Geometry for NIFTI-l/DISCOS Preiimimy Designs. 

Fraction of Generated Neutron That Exit Through Beam 
Port 

Table 1. Performance parameters for NIFTX-I/ DISCUS conceptuaI des i s  

Proton Enera  I 1.9 I 1.9 

0.1s93 0.1208 

-4vcragc Energy of Neutron That Exit Thru Beam Port 
oiev) I lL6 

18.3 

Flus of Exiting Neutron per mA of Beam Current (dcm2 

Fraction of Neutron That Escape Through the Face Other 
Than the Beam Port 

- 
5.71 (6) 3.66 (6) 

.os3 1 .0151 



4. NIF'TX-2fHXED TARGET PRELML%ARY DESIGN 

Fiu rc  5 shows the geomctrq- for thc MFX-2 preliminaxy design. bzscd on the parametric studies carried out 
in the previous sections. A thick lithium target is assumed. Two fluoride layers (bexy?.Iium fluoride and lead 
fluoride) degrade thc sourcc neutrons by inclastic scattering. Thc outer iron filtcr impedes transmission of thc 
neutrons until t h c ~  drop into the 24 kcV iron window. 

Water Cwlan! Feei & Re:um cines 

/ 

Figure 5. Geomew for MFTL2Eixcd Tugct Prelimin- Design. 

Thc proton b n a  cntcrs the rear of thc sscmbl? and impacts on Ihe lithium faFer located i~mediatcly behind 
the fluoridc region. This arrangement minimizes neutron Icaliage. At the relatively high proton encrgies uscd 
nith thc XITI-2 target approach. the an-glar s p e m  of thc source neutrons is nearly isotiopic with a fonvard 
bias. so that target orientation does not have a significant cffcct. %iic diamcter of thc trcatmcnt pon is increascd to 
IS cm compared to the 1 1 crn used in the scoping stEdies. 

Cooling of rhe fixed target appws 10 be relathely simple. The totd rhermal power deposited by the bcam is 
qxosimatcly 10 kW. or - 0.5 kW/cm' of target area. Thc corresponding temperature drop ~ o u g h  the lithium 
film and cogpcr s~ppon plate is modest. about 30e C. One rniffimeter diameter water coolant passagcs are 
pro\ided 2.5 mm below the LilCu interface with a coolant flow rate of IO0 cm%. The water zempxatnrc risc 
across thc rarset will be approsimatcly 25' C. The film rcmperature drop in the water coolant is also modest. bcing 
approximately 30°C. Water velocity in the coolani pas sap  is estimated to be 3 mls. resulting in a pressure drop 
of approximately 10 psi. The total voIumc of water in the rarget region is equivalent to a disc 5 cm in diameter and 
0.05 cm thick. for a total vol.1~.nc of approsimately I crn'. This is too small to b v c  an appreciable effect on the 
neutron cneigy spccmrum. The maximum temperature of the Iithium layer is eaimarcd to be 100°C. well below thc 
mehing point (179'C). 

Tabk 2 surmaries the resultant output performance parameters. The effect Of  h Y 0  proton beam encrgies (2.1 
MeV and 2.5 McV) is examined. together with rhe effect of a 1 cm moderating laycr located between the iron and 
fluoride iaycrs. This results in four cases. 

First consider those cascs without the moderating layer. Increasing the proton energy fiom 2.i MeV to 2.5 
McV rcduccs thc rcquircd b e e  currcnt (based on an exit neutron flus of 109niCm2-s) fiom 11.S m-2 IO 2.32 mA. 
This results from the - 5 fold higher ncutron yield at the higher eners.  The average ouiput energy increases from 



20.4 keV to 37 keV when increasing the proton e n e m  from 2.1 MeV to 2.5 MeV. A 37 keV neutron 'beam is 
probably still acceptable for treatment as discussed below. However, if it proves desirable to have a lower average 
energy, one of the following three options can be used to achieve this: 

-0760 

37.0 

1. Optimize the MFI1-2 neutron conditioning zones, 
2. use a thin moderating layer, and/or 
3. opcrate at a somewhat lower proton energy- 

.OS0 

3 1.5 

Table 2. Performance parameters for & i - 2  conceptu. 

1 cm "Downshiftern Included I no 1 Yes 

Average Energy of Neutron That Exit Thru Beam 
Port &e% 

Proton Energy (MeV) 1 2.1 I 2.1 

20.4 

Fraction of Generated Neutron That Esit Through 1 
Beam Port 

-0683 I .0362 

I 15.7 

Flux- of Exiting Neutron per mA of Beam Current I 8.82 (7) 1 5.95 (7) 
( d C m 2  - RIA) 

Fraction of Neutron That Escape Through the 
Front Face Other Than the Beam Port 

1 -0313 1 .0310 

Total Neutron Fraction Escaping 

Photon Exiting Through Port per Neutron I -00122 I -00374 

Beam Current Required for lo9 dcm2 - s at POR I 
mA 

11.3 1 16.8 

These options can bc implemented separateIy or in combination. Option 1 probabIy involves increasing the 
thickness of the fluoride and iron layers, to further soften the specuum. Option 2 appears veq attractive. -4s 
shown in Table 2, adding a moderating layer for the 2.5 MeV case increases the bcam current fiom 2.32 ra4 to 3.3 
mA, and decreases the average neutron energy from 37 keV to 31.5 keV. The hction of the input source ncutrons 
that leave through the treatment port is in the range fiom 5% to 8%. Finally, the relative fraction of gamma rays 
escaping from the treatment port is smaIl (approximately 1 - 4 photons per 1000 source neutrons). 

Table 3 Summanies the technical performance parameters for the NIFn-uFi>red Target and MFTI-l/ 
DISCOS preliminaq dcsigm. Both achieve practical neutron currenrs at the treatment port using very low proton 
bcam currents, i.e. a feu. mA. The NIFTI-IIDISCOS design requires operation with multiple target foiis, to 
achieve low proton currents since the neutron jicld for a single foil DISCOS is too low. The NEV-2LFixed Target 
dcsign favors opemting at higher proton energies, i.e. 2.5 MeV, as compared to lower proton energy. The higher 
yield at 2.5 MeV reduces the proton 'beam current by a factor of five. The benefit of lower proton current is to 
some extent of€set by the higher average energy for the output neutrons (37 keV without the moderating layer, 3 1 
kcV with the layer). However, optimization should further reduce the average neutron energy resulting &om the 
2.5 MeV proton beam. 

Generally? the neutron utilization efficiencies for h I - 1  are substantially greater than those for NIFII-2. 
This is expected, since the target is much closer to the treatment port for hXFTi-1. However, even €or hiIFTI-2 
neutron utilization efficiencies are approximately an order of magitude higher than those projected by previous 
studies. 



1 2 1 3  I 4 5 6 

a4 for 100 n/cm2-s I 2.2** 1 3.4** 1 - 1 - l - I -  
* 1 sheet DISCOS (5 keV energy loss) 
** SO sheets DISCOS (400 keV energy loss) 

Proton Enera (MeV) 1.9 1.9 1 2.1 I 2.1 

The number of gamma photons leaking from the treatment port per epithennal neutron laving is very low, 
ranging from - 0.02 to - 0.1. This range is primarily af€aed by the presence or absencc ofthe hydrogenous 
moderating layer. This low gamma leakage minimizes background gamma dose to healthy tissue. 

2.5 2.5 

There do not appcar to be any major technical issues for the hXFTI concepts. Because of d e  high neutron 
utilization efficiency- the required current is only a few milliamps. The corresponding thermal load in a fixed 
target is less than ten kilomtts. This thermal load can be readily handfed by a target of several ccntimeters in 
diameter. 

^Do*n-Shiffer" 1 no I Y e s  1 no yes 1 no 

The neutronic behavior of hiIFIl can be modeled in detail using Monte Carlo codes based on a combinatorial 
geometry representation of the configuration. However, before consuucting NIFI? fkciiity, it would be desirable to 
experimentally ver@ the neutronic performance using a represcntatise neutron source. The beam power level 
would be smaII compared to that of the actual facility. Such neutronic validation would assist in the final 
optimization of the prototype facility and wouid xilidate the output energ and spatial distribution of the neutron 
beam used for patient treatment planning. 

Y E  

The design of a h?Fn target/filter combidon can be improved by including a co-auizl outer refl ector shell 
around the ffuoriddiron filter. The diameter of this reflector shell is defined by the treatment port diameter, and it 
esends axially from the lithium source to thc front of the iron filter. Typically, it has an ID of 10 cm and a length 
of 10 cm - 15 cxn The thickness of the reflector shell is determined by the nucfear properties of the reflecting 
material, and the desired increase in intensirq. Neutrons emitted from the lithium source preferentially travel in a 
cone shaped direction with an included angle of 120". They thus first pass through the fluoride layer. in which 
their enerz is reduced to approximately 100 keV, before entering the reflector. The reflector must be efficient at 
reflecting neutrons wjth an energy in the range 100 keV - 1 MeV, while not degrading thcir energy too much. It 
has been found that both begllium and molybdenum have relative& high macroscopic cross sections in this range 
(0.54 cm-' - 0.56 an-'). These values are hisher than other potential materials in this energy range? with the 
exception of hydrogenous materials. However, hydrogenous materials were not considered since they would 
excessively degrade d e  average eners  of the output neutrons. 

Neutron Leakage @on) 1 -1303 1 -0843 1 -0508 -0349 1 .0524 1 -0394 

Neutron Leakage (Outlet) 

Photon Leakage (Port) 

1 -1893 I -1208 1 .0684 I -0462 

1 .00234 1 -0133 

-0760 

.00122 1 -00474 , .00106 
Neutron Leakage (Except Outlet) -08308 .M54 -0413 -0310 -0572 

.0560 

.00406 

.M59 

E (Neutron) &ev 18.4 I 11.6 20.4 15.7 1 37.0 31.5 

n/mA-SCm2 1 5.74 (6) 1 3.66 (6) I 8.82 (7) 5.95 (7) 4.13 (8) 
I i I m~ for 109 n/cmz-s 

3.05 (8) 

3.28 



Pre1iminar)l analyses were carried out using both beryllium and molqkienurn as raaTial refiectors. In the case 
of beryllium, it was found that changing the thickness of the reileaor fiom zero to 7.5 cm increased the total flux 
in a test volume in front of the treatment port by approximately 25%, while the average neutron energy decreased 
from 13.5 keV to 2.5 keV. In the case of the molybdenum reflector the respective changes were not as dramatic; 
the flux increase in the test volume was 15%, and the average neutron energy decreased from 13.5 keV to 9.0 keV. 
It can be Seen that inclusion of a radial reflector will both enhance the intensity of the neutron fi ILK, and soften the 
neutron energy spectnun. A mcdular acljustabIe configuration composed of multiple Iayers of beryllium and 
molybdenum could be used to target tumors at different depths by altering the average neutron energy - a harder 
neutron spectrum will penetrate more deeply to reach the tumor. A doshetxy determination of this confipation is 
pianned. 

5. EFFECTIVEhXSS OF z\’IFTI SYSTEMS FOR BNCT TREAT&IEXT 

The effectiveness of a neutron beam generated by an accelerator driven target for BXCT treatment can be 
assessed using the following criteria: 

1. Advantage Depth (AD) 
2. Advantage Ratio (AR) 
3. Treatment Time 

Advantage depth is the depth in tissue at which the total dose to the tumor cells equals the background dose 
to hcalthy tissue at the skin surface. It thus measures the cffdive treatment depth. Advantage ratio is the ratio of 
dose to the nunor disided by total dose to healthy tissue, integrated from the d m  to the depth of treatment. 
Fi-we 6 compares different BNCT neutron sources with regard to advantage depth and advantage ratio. High 
vaIues of AD and AR are desirable. The values for 20 keV, 2 keV, etc.: refer to ideal monoenergetic, 
monodirectional neutron beams, while the BMRR value refers to the BNL Medical Reactor. The iilustrative MFTI 
designs described here appear to have acceptable AD and AR performance. However, further optimization is 
n c x c s q  to improve the values. Acceptable treatment times of approsimately 30 min. appear achievabk with a 
proton currcnt of approximately 5 mA. 
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Figure 6. Advantage Ratio Versus Advantage Depth for Ideal Xeutron Beams of Various Energies. 



6. CONCLUSIONS 

The NIFT? concepts appear very promising for accelerator based BNCT- They enable reductions of 
approximately an order of magnitude in the proton beam current required for patient treatment, while delivering 
e p i t h e d  neutron beams that have average energies in the mse of IO keV to 30 keV, depending on design. The 
low proton beam current makes it possible to use commercially available accelerators, thus avoiding an extensive 
research and development program. 

The bIIFTI-2 concept v;ith a fixed target is the simplest and easiest to develop. It has a somewhat higher 
average output neutron energy than NIFTI-1 with a DISCOS target The output neutron energy for the NIFI?-2 
concept appcars acceptable for treatment. Both target Concepts should bc further optimized to achieve their 111 
potential. 
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